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“it takes a strong person to love.
write that down. keep writing that down.”
Afif Moussa
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there’s something wrong with the lungs in our
family. they keep trying to be the ocean. keep
trying to absorb the wind but can never take
the shock. keep becoming broken chimes.
they wait for us to activate them. to send in
flares. they wait for us to be helpless buoys in
the storm of them. we forget that our roots
began by the sea. took their first steps there,
from the foam. borrowed salt from the earth to
cake over the brine. built our parts there and
ran before the birth of any wars. the
mediterranean does not forget, only lets us call
the mountains our home until it feels like
snatching our bodies back. lets us think
ourselves vessels defying the current, climbing
to claim higher ground. safe haven. climbing
mountains with monasteries named for the
moon like the moon isn’t the one who whispers
every secret to the tides. like we are not filled
with tides waiting to rise. jido told me this on a
car ride. took the long way. pointed out the
window
“There. That’s The Beginning.”

elegy for a house filling with elegies

she wears his glasses but doesn’t call his office His Office anymore
tells me the pillows and blankets are in The Room Down The Hall
the chair is how he left it but the oxygen tanks line the wall behind the
door
they’re like an army.
i used to check to make sure
his chest rose up and down while he napped and now
i’ll check to make sure the lungs he left behind don’t
go terracotta with wait
i found an empty orange bottle from when the cancer lived inside him,
and then the obituary and then the pills sucked into the vacuum of space
the vacuum of space hides in the wastebasket.
it burps backwards
it takes debris with it.
a day can be debris too if you fold along the wrinkles
and today i got emotional at a sticky note that fell out of my pocket
because i wrote it when he was still alive, so before i found it again
it was existing in a world where he was still alive and once i found
it, that world in which a piece of him still blinked or coughed
or checked the mail
ceased to exist and he still isn’t alive anymore
but i’ll probably still step over the wire snaking through the
house even though it’s not snaking anymore
it’s probably a ghost snake now. slithering through
the carpet and all the skin cells still embedded there.
the air is soft in all the chairs he used to sit in.
i bet it’s all the ghosts of all the things that ever grew
out of his hands.
the vines of tomatoes
and the flesh of rose petals and so many apples
and figs so ripe right before ripe went bad.
fruits don’t become the ghosts of their rot.
they become the ghost of what they were just before their pits
gave out. just before the cyanide made its slow escape.
i imagine him walking the house with a body like 2003
hands rough with garden, no cannula under his nose
his lungs not leashed to a noose, knees still okay for bouncing
against earth and bouncing laughing babies to the moon
i imagine him inside the moon and inside this house all at once
i hear him in the silence. it’s so quiet. the house flipped
inside out like a sock but we’re still clinging to the fibers.
i crawl in next to her, the spot he used to sleep. the bed
sinks a little. the air is soft. i watch her chest go up and down.

STATUS REPORT, interrupted
after sherman alexie

sometimes i am
okay and other days
i remember that he is
in the ground
(sometimes he’s a stanza that makes me feel ancient when
i read it or when i write it and sometimes i write things that
aren’t mine because they’re his i just know it and i almost
want to call his voicemail and leave them there like he’ll
check them and chuckle at my broken tongue & all the
places it licks the jagged of the pottery into something not
quite ancient but at least preserved, you know he told me
once that i was a philosopher, not a poet. he told me he
didn’t know where i got all of it but he’d follow me to the
end of the earth while i looked for it, he said he’d bring his
dictionary and his favorite hat)
sometimes i am not okay
and other days
i remember he is, still
he still is

a something. a whirring in the flesh. multiplication of the mass under my
collarbone. so instead of web md i go to bed & i dream of growths &
arsonists living in my organs, setting fire to the kicking out of tune. even as i
sleep, they try protruding through my skin. by my bedside and inside the
night all at once, i find him here. he points to the pain. tells me “it’s okay / it’s
because / you’ve got honey instead of blood.” & i spend the rest of the day
unsure of who said it first in the daylight months before he died. me or him.
me & him. there was a coffeetable. cold clove tea. sun everywhere.
i like that i can’t remember. i don’t want to remember. i want to be made
of the molasses that held his body together until it couldn’t.
when my blood makes my heart squirm in its bracket i tell myself
that bees are relocating to my chest. they think me ideal conditions.
less harsh than the outside. less decay & apocalypse.
a sweetness grief mistakes for a cavity

a tiny frog baby carried by a family of ants
and also puppies with strings around their nipples
like they’re balloons
chaperoning the overhead
& then the ocean elegantly crashing
atop yr best friend’s scalp, but in a punk rock way
you know
& now imagine the word scalp.
now imagine it past tense.
imagine the scalped
and your feet knowing the dead
better than you ever did
when they were living.

the daylight is equal parts
funeral procession
& parade

& now imagine your mother’s feet
and all they have seen,
the bone fibers like static,
and secrets stored in the sudden separation
when the bombs came back
in the levant, there’s a thing about feet,
and the bottom of shoes
never show anyone the bottom of your shoes
it’s another way to say Fuck You.
it’s another way to say I Don’t Respect The Dead
That Died To Keep You Here.
don’t kick them off
they could land upside down
and then you’re saying Fuck You
to jesus. or to god.
or to that bird over there
flying under that cloud
and also to that cloud.
To that tree branch like a cowlick aiming for the ozone.
what if the ozone was the portal to heaven? is a question
i would have asked if i didn’t know we stabbed it open.
and if i still believed heaven was a place
you couldn’t choose when it came time
to choose for the last time.
or maybe
it would be the first time.
does the roulette spin back when you die? is a question
i would have asked before i knew anyone dead.
before i heard the sounds that could come out of my body
like all my organs running their nails down every crack
in me to follow him there
my body is a prison for my organs.
my body keeps them in tune until it can’t.
people you love are organs living outside your body.
love keeps them in tune until it can’t.
heaven is a prison for the sound organs make
when they die. the soul is the sound organs make
as they die.
we are all dying we are all here
we are all singing as we watch the gaping hole
in our ozone
as it swirls parallel
to the ones that those we love leave behind
for us to fill

